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Abstract: This article presents a mathematical model of cold gas-solid two-phase flow which is based on the 
cement rotary kiln in service. By altering the parameters of air supply system of four- channels pulverized 
burner, investigations are taken of that motion trajectory and particle distributions in the very turbulent field. 
The results show that motion trail of most particles in rotary kiln is a combination process of gradual diffusion 
and slow sedimentation; increasing internal flow velocity would aggravate coal particles to diffuse; external 
flow velocity should be controlled in a reasonable range. Copyright © 2013 IFSA. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Burner is a key component of combustion 
systems, by which air flow and fuel are blown to 
rotary kiln and form a specific flow structure that will 
contribute to rapid ignition and stable combustion. 
Hence, to achieve an excellent performance, the 
design and operation of burner is conclusive to 
economical efficiency and reliability for rotary kiln 
[1]. 

A good burner ensure rotary kiln operating in the 
most suitable thermotechnical condition for the 
cement production, which will obtain high grade, 
high efficient, low cost and long-term production, 
also meet the environmental requirement [2]. 
Therefore, the study on burner character is critical to 
cement industry development [3-6]. This article 
applies CFD to simulate 3-D four-channels 
pulverized burner by creating a cold model to 
simulate flow motion driven by multi-tunnel burner 
and particle distributions influenced by turbulent 
field. This is an attempt to provide theoretical basis to 
hot model combustion research. 

2. Two-phase Flow Model Description 
 

It is well known that the numerical model for 
simulating two-phase flow model can be described in 
two major methods [7-10]. One is two- fluid model, 
also named as EULERIAN-EULERIAN model in 
which particle is regarded as fluid. Particle and gas 
together are considered as in a coexisting and 
interpenetrating continuum model. The other is 
dispersed phase model, also called as EULERIAN-
LAGRANGIAN model in which particle is 
considered discrete and gas is considered as 
continuum model. The interaction between each 
particle and ambient gas is calculated as well. In the 
paper, numerical investigation of particle motion trail 
is simulated by applying dispersed phase model, and 
two phases are coupled by interactive force, where 
particle phase is calculated in LAGRANGIAN 
coordinate, while continuous gas phase is calculated 
in EULERIAN coordinate. 

Regardless of the pulsation from gas density and 
phase transition, and resistance, gas phase 
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conservation equation can be written in a general 
form as [11]: 
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where S is the origin of gas phase; S  is the origin 

of the interaction between gas phase and particle 

phase;  ,  , S  and S  are the usual source term, 

which are listed in [12]. 
 
 
3. Physical Model and Numerical Method 

 
3.1. Physical Model 

 
According to the reference [13], numerical 

investigations on coal particle was burned in cement 
rotary kiln, four-channel swirling burner was 
numerically built up to analyze ambient aerodynamic 
field character and unburned coal particle 
distributions in that field. The inner diameter of the 
investigated rotary kiln was 3.5 m, and the length was 
20 m. As shown in Fig. 1, primary air is blown from 
the four tunnels of burner, while secondary air is 
blown from outer space in rotary kiln. 

Grid is integrated with few partitioned regions; 
denser mesh is placed locally where needs extra care. 
The calculated domain is divided into two regions, 
for the near hood region, structural tetrahedral mesh 
is used; as for the rest region; structural non-uniform 
hexahedral mesh is used. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 1. Computational domain. 
 
 
3.2. Numerical Method and Boundary 

Conditions 
 

In the paper, particle-trajectory is taken to resolve 
two-phase flow, and k-ε turbulent model is used. 
Considering the field of gravity, trajectory of particle 
motion and particle distributions in the turbulent field 
which driven by four-channels swirling burner is 
intently focused to provide a theoretical basis on 
combustion research in the industrial rotary kiln. 

Both primary and secondary airs are set as 
velocity -inlet and pressure-outlet. 5 sets of operating 
condition are indicated in Table 1, comparison with 

condition 1 by varying pulverized coal particle 
diameters, swirling angle, inner and external flow 
blowing speed, etc., respectively. 

 
 
Table 1. Initial velocity of the air duct inlets under 

different working conditions. 
 

Primary airflow 
Conditions 

Vzxf Vmf Vnf Vwf 
Vecf 

Units m/s m/s m/s m/s m/s 
1 116 25.25 71.575 310.18 13.085 
2 116 25.25 60 310.18 13.085 
3 116 25.25 85 310.18 13.085 
4 116 25.25 71.575 260 13.085 
5 116 25.25 71.575 360 13.085 

 
 

4. Characteristics of Motion Trail and 
Distributions of Coal Particles 

 

4.1. Two-phase Turbulence Features 
 

Fig. 2 indicates that, from burner tunnel, swirling 
flow is spread into the space at a proper angle. 
During this process, the primary air decreases to 0 
gradually, and then even reaches to negative 
(minimum at -22.2 m/s). Meanwhile, asymmetric 
heart-shape central backflow is formed and bringing 
more coal particles into central backflow field under 
the force of gravity. It extends residence time of 
particles in the backflow, which could promote 
particles mixed and enhance combustion efficiency. 

Mass distributions on the longitudinal section and 
cross section are shown in Fig. 3. It can be found 
that, the barycenter of coal particles move slowly 
toward negative direction of y axis and, observed 
from cross section, the region occupied by coal 
particles gradually expends. This indicates that, 
particles diffuse gradually and settled down slowly. 

Fig. 4 shows the distributions of coal particle 
when they are just spread into the kiln by annular 
tunnel. In this figuration, it is clearly observed that, 
the shape of particle distributions is like asymmetric 
‘pommel horse’ at z = 0.5 m. The reason for 
asymmetric is that particles are blown in through  
10 tunnels, then distributed in random trajectory. 
Therefore, central backflow region is shaped into an 
asymmetric domain from observation of transverse 
section. In addition, the region occupied by denser 
particles is surely with less air flow. That provides an 
explanation for the vector distribution character in the 
centre of kiln in Fig. 2 At z = 2 m, particle distributed 
shape, from unimodal, becomes to bimodal, because 
particle start to concentrate into beam under the 
motion of central backflow. And, at z = 6 m, particles 
are about to diffuse and mostly distributed under y 
axis due to gravity begins to play a dominant role. 

Fig. 5 is observed in different axis. At z = 2~6 m, 
coal mass are mainly centralized on and around 
central axis (y=0) indicating coal particles are mainly 
distributed in the central region of kiln; while, the 
mass located at y = -0.1 m is larger than at y = 0.1 m, 
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and at z = 7 m, coal mass is almost as the same as at 
y = 0. Because, particles settle down acted by gravity. 
At y = -2 m and y = -5 m, mass located is gradually 
reducing, meanwhile, at y = -5 m, particles begin to 

distribute locally after z = 3 m. This illustrates that, 
after spread into kiln, particles are blown straightly in 
the first 3 m, after that, they begin to diffuse into the 
space between y = ±5 m (cross section). 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 2. Velocity vectors in the vertical section. 
 
 

 
 

(a) 
 

 
 

(b) 
 

Fig. 3. Particle distributions in (a) longitudinal section and (b) cross section of kiln. 
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Fig. 4. Coal particle distributions near nozzle. 
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Fig. 5. Coal particle distributions in different axis 
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4.2. The Influence of Particle Size on Coal 
Distributions 

 
A comparison is made to research the relationship 

between particle size and distributions on the 
operating condition 1, in which 3 sets particle of 
different diameters (60, 86.4, 120 μm) are chosen. 
Fig. 6 shows the mass distribution along the central 
axis of rotary kiln. This curve also indicates the 
extent of particle diffusion. It is obvious that, after 
blown from the flow inlet, particles gather at by the 
suction of central backflow at z = 2 m where reach to 
the highest mass. Then, diffusion occurs, at z = 12 m, 
diffusion retards, finally spread to the whole space. 

In addition, from the comparison mentioned 
above, it is found that, in the range z = 2 m ~ 6 m, the 
smaller of particle size, the larger mass, hence, the 
slope of curve increases. It seems that smaller 
particles diffuse easily than larger ones. When 
turbulent intensity grows, diffusion aggravates too; 
with smaller size, particles more likely go by airflow. 
 

 
 

Fig. 6. Particle distributions along central axis. 
 
 
4.3. The Influence of Internal Flow on Coal 

Distributions 
 

The following is the research focused on the 
effect of internal flow velocity. A comparison has 
been done by employing three internal flow velocities 
which are 71.575 m/s, 60 m/s and 85 m/s 
respectively. Fig. 7 shows that the tangential velocity 
definitely increase with larger internal flow velocity. 
In Fig. 8, from the coal particle distribution curves in 
the three conditions, the comparison is obvious. It 
validates the strong effect on particle motion brought 
by internal flow velocity, in other word, it can be 
considered as larger tangential velocity acts 
obviously. Through the comparison, it is known that, 
smaller internal velocity leads to smaller tangential 
velocity, but larger coal particle mass and more 
concentrated particles. This helps to form long and 
slender shaped flame. 

In above, internal flow velocity should be 
controlled in proper range. When it cooperates with 
central flow and external flow in the appropriate 

behavior, well shaped flame and high combustion 
intensity are easily obtained. 
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Fig. 7. Tangential velocity distributions  
along radial direction. 
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Fig. 8. Particle distributions along central axis. 
 
 
4.4. The Influence of External Flow on Coal 

Distributions 
 

High velocity external flow plays an important 
part in turbulent flow, which is adjacent to both 
secondary airflow and internal swirling flow, and 
critical to form central backflow and outer backflow. 
In Fig. 9, radial velocity is enhanced with the growth 
of external flow velocity. As external flow velocity is 
reaching 360 m/s, radial velocity tends to be more 
symmetrically distributed, leading to particles well-
distributed and stable combustion. 

With the alternating external flow, particle 
movements change accordingly. In Fig. 10, it 
validates the effect on particle motion brought by 
external flow velocity. Through the comparison, it is 
known that, larger external velocity leads to more 
stable distribution of radial velocity, coal particles 
tend to gathering rapidly. So, the coal has the largest 
mass at the 360 m/s external velocity. However, in 
the case, coal particles diffuse fast, till occupy full 
space of the rotary kiln. 
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Fig. 9. Radial velocity distributions. 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 10. Particle distributions along central axis. 
 
 

In above, external flow velocity should be 
controlled in proper range. When it cooperates with 
central flow and internal flow in the appropriate 
behavior, well shaped flame and high combustion 
intensity are easily obtained. 
 
 
5. Conclusion 
 

The paper builds up a numerical model of cold 
solid-gas two-phase flow based on the kiln and four-
channel burner. The results are shown below: 

(1) The smaller pulverized coal particle size is, 
the less affected by gravity, the more affected by 
turbulence flow, more evenly distributed in kiln. 

(2) With increasing velocity of internal flow, the 
degree of disturbance and diffusion raises, while 
tangential velocity boosts as internal flow velocity 
increases, which will be adverse to achieve long-
slender shaped flame and converge particles. 

(3) Improvement on external flow velocity leads 
to activate particles to converge into a bundle faster. 
However, out of central backflow region, particles 
are easily to blown away and diffusion aggravates. 

Nomenclature 
ms coal particle mass located at certain axis, kg/m3 

my 
coal particle mass located on radial direction, 
kg/m3 

my=0 
coal particle mass located at y=0 (central axis) , 
kg/m3 

Ur radial velocity, m/s 
Us longitudinal velocity, m/s 
Ut tangential velocity, m/s 
Vmf coal spread airflow velocity, m/s 
Vnf internal swirling flow velocity, m/s 
Vwf external flow velocity, m/s 
Vzxf central flow velocity, m/s 
Vecf secondary airflow, m/s 
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